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ABSTRACT '
,This paper repotts-two studies ihidh*ezamibed the

relations hip between problei solving strategie, response latencies,
and .efficient perfermante on measures of concdptual tempo. Study I._

demonsitated that teaching 8-year-old children to use" efficient '

strategies on problem-solving. tasks increased both_the quality of
their performance and-their response latencies. Ii.addition, it.
showed that the children returned to -poor performince and short

.

ratencieS wiien solvIng a new task to which they did not apply theit -

,strategy. Study II defonstrated that reflectives and ispulsives,both_
used short latencies and performed poorly when not using sttategiest
anA that impulsives taught to use a strategy perftrmed sore'
efficiently andswith longer latencies than untrained_refleCtiies It
was conclUded thit response latency is a fhn.ction of strategy, and
that'suture studies shquid concentrate on drfferences in strategies
cf itiflarmation processing, between reflectives and impulsivgs, and not
speed of responding per se. (Author/JEW
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Strategy and Tempo

..Abstract

A number of studies have demonstrated' that training children
. .

to use longer,latencies'does not necessarily reduce error rates on the
C.'

. _ .

Matching Familiar Figures test. By teaching children to use efficient

strategies on problem-solving tasks; the firstestudy reported here demon -

_strated that, relative to baseline performance, children,increase both

the quality of performanckand response -litencies when using an efficient

strategy, but return to poor peiformance and short latencies when solving

a. new task to which they did notapply their strategy, A subsequent
I

study also manipulated skrategy use, and demonstrated, hat reflectives

and impulsives both used short latencies and performed poorly when not

using strategies, and that impulsives taught to use a strategy performed

more efficiently and with longer latencies than untrained reflectives. It

-was concluded that response latency is a function of strategy, and that

future studies should concentrate on differdnces in strategies Of-infor,

, .

mation processing between refldctives and impulsives, add not speed of

responding per se.
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The papers in this-iymposium provide a diverse assessment of research
'At .7

involving conceptual tempo. First, the various problems associated with the

Matching Familiar Figures test. (1417F) itself, which have been nicely summarized

by Ault and her co agues.(1976), may be offset to some degree by the norms

provided here bylleil.Salkind. Howeidr, as ey and&I (1976) have argued

eIi&Ohere, a serious.problem still 'r that cannot be solved by norms;

-namely, the double-me dian split pro- cedure which confounds the effects of

latency and errors in nearly all published stUdies involving the MT.

Second, there is the extremely iMportant-issue of how broadly the terms

"reflective" and "impulsive should-be applied. .-In'the paper to be read

shortly, Moore-All argue, on the basis of classroom observational data, for

/

the importance of restricting the meaning of reflection /impulsivity to exclude

naturally-occurring classioonebehavior.

f

Third, as,suggested by McKinney's paper, even the meaning of conceptual

tempo for problem-solving performance seems, to be'inquestion. Ourmain_argu-

ment is that the HIT has attractedAach wide attention priarily because it

claims to measure a cognitive trait; i.e., a generalized pridisposition to
:

-

respond slowly and accurately or quickly anpoorly in situations of response,

uncertainty. There can be no doubt that_Ragaa intended the dimension of

reflection/impulsivity to carry this rather.heavy load. In:one of the original
.

-articles on-the MFF,'Ragan (190). stated:

The results [Of his previous work with the ZIFF
-

-

are 'persuasive

s.
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in ggesting that a tendency for reflection increases with age,

is stile over periods as long as;20 months,.manifeSts peivasive

.

'generality across varied task situations, and is linked to some

fundamental aspects of the child's personality organization (p. 134).

A year. later, Kagan (1966) stated that reflection/impulsivity exerted

its influence at two phases in the problem-solving sequence. Proposing a

five-step.problem-solving routine, Kagan argued that time 'to ponder was
6

Aportantiduring the selection of-hypotheses and duringthe evaluation of

these selected hypotheses. Kagan again left little *doubt that it was time--

the tendency to reflect--that distinguished impulsives and reflectives. He

argued that his results"add validity to the postulation of a generaliied
-

be-

havioral tendency to be impulsive (or reflective) fa problem situations where

the child shoUld consider the validity of his answers" (p. 24).

-These claims f4 generality and the importance of tempo per se, however,

came finder serious question in the seminal'paper by Block, 3lock, 6 Harrington

(1974)- Through working with personality measures in preschoolers, these

authors held that the HFF predicted performance, not because of its measure

of tempo, but primarily because of its measure of error'rate. At about the

same , McKinney and T (Haskins & McKinney, 19/65 provided evidence ,sup-

pprting this argument by using multiple regression and part correlations to

demonstrate that-HPF error scares were more cl;sely-assOciated with academic
_

achievement and problem - solving performance than EYF-lateacy. The force of

these arguments is! not to question the importance and meaning of cognitive

. .

'.tempo--.,..of-taking-ttme to-thinkcbut simpl$ to argue that the 171* itself,
.

.

.

predicts Antellectual,performanceilh some situations -primarily because of its

_ - .

measurement of errors, anCnot becauge of its measurement of tempo.

.

ip
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Today, however, we would like to extend our examination of response tempo

by.considering the direction o influence between efficient performance and

time. We argue that 'time, like age in developmental research, is in itself a

meaningless-variable. The object of psychology is to discover and explain the

processes or operations that occur and change in time, 'but the existence of

which is not even implied by the mere passing of time. Consider* that MFF

training studies attempting to alter response latency failed to substantially

influence_ error rates; by conirast, studies' attempting to alter children's

scanning gtrategies changed bath error rates and time (see McKinney, 1975;

Lesser, 1976). .At least with regard to-EFF performance, then,--giving the child

-an efficient strategy changes both time and error rates, but ,increasing the

child's latency dogs not effect error rate. The" implication, of course, is

that time is an artifact of.strategy.

Tte two studies I discuss this morning were suggested by some work McKinney
. v

and I begin about five years ago (Haskins & McKinney, Bate 1). At.that time,

we were interested in improving childrea!s problem - solving performance, and
,

taught children to avoid noninformative responses on the Pattern Matching

'task explained previouSly. As you will recall, on,thii-task children collect

Slide 1

-information to eliminate patterns of eight binary dots by opening windows on a

problem board containing the correct pattern. Children often open a window

that'provides.no new information does not allow them to turn over any new Pat-
.

=
terns*. .The object of the experiment,was to trap 8 year colds to avoid these

noninformation moves, something that children do not do spontaneously untill

age 11 or 12., The main results-are summarized in this slide.
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As you can see in. the bottom panel,- children taught to use a rule for avoiding

noninformative responses.perforned quite capably. They committed only an

average of 2.2 noninformatioi responses across four problems; children without

strategy training committed an average of 7.,7 noniftformaiiveresponses. As. a

consequence, as shown in the middle panel of this slide, the werall performance

of these two groups as measured by bits was much higher for children who received

strategy training.
/ -

These-results showed Ili that 8 year olds cad learn a rule that makei

their performance indistinguishable from uRttainet.11 or 12 year olds. But of

greater importance for our concern in this symposium, as shown in the top panel

of this slide, the latencies of children using a rule were much greater than
, .

those of children not using erule--15.9 as against 5.2 second0 And keep in'

d that we did not so zuc1 as mention latencies, time, or the importance of

working carefully or slowly to opr subjects. ,

The obvious generalization46/be drawn from this experiment ii'that it

takes time to think; This being tllecase,:we speculated that, as with scanning 1

on the MFF, latency was a functionof strategy-7that latency was an ;artifact

of rule use. To explore this possibility further, we designed a second exper-

iment that'ectended the previous experiment in two ways. First, on the. groUnds

1

that if it takes time to thirile, it should take more time to think more, we

attempted to teach two strategiesof differing' complexity. -The lesidifficult

strategy was theNoniiiformative Response strategy in which children examine

dots on the remainingpatterns to be sure they always oped'a- shutter allowing

-them:to tura over at least-one pattern. The more difficult strategy was Focus-
,

ing. As you,will recall from\liciSinney's presentation, in this strategy Children

examinedots on remaining pattern and select a dot position that will eliminate
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exactly.one -half the remaining patterns. This strategy always results'in a_,

three-move solution, and yields an average of 1:Q0 bits of informatisin---
.

A second extension of the previous work was the use of two generalization

tasks; one more and one less similaf to the Pattern Matching task on which

children were trained, The similar task, called Blocksirconsisted of eight
e

blocks that fit loosely into a tray with eigh compartments. As shown in 'this

slide, the tray and the sides and hack of the blocks were painted black. When

Slide 3

turned_over, however, the faces of the blocks were painted either blue or red,

.Slide 4

and comprised patterns similar to those in the Pattern Hatching task. As
.

shown it this slide, eight patterns -of eight red and-blue rectangles were

Slide 5

displayed aa'the same board used in thd-Pattern Matching task.'

The object of the Blocks task was to discover which of the-eight displayed

patterns was concealed in the tray. Children' proceeded by turning over blocks

to expose their colored face and then eliminating any of the eight patterns

that had an'incorrectly 'Colored block in that position.

As you can in this slide, the second task consisted of 42:drawings

Slide

(seeIfosher & BOxnsby, 1966) of familiar objects -- vegetables, toys,.tools,

lb.
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animals. Children were told the experimenter was thinking of one.picture

in the array, and that they should attempt to discover the correct .picture by
.

asking questions that could be answered "yes" or "no". Thus, as with both the

Pattern Matching and Blocks tasks, children could aft quedions ref/erring to

one picture (Is it the shoe?) constraint-seeking questions that referred to

more than one picture (Can it he used for trdvel ?), or focus questions (Is it

in this half of thboard?). But the Pictures task differed from the other two

tasks in the physical appearinicedand number of stimulus items.

Forty-five 8 year olds-ware randomly assigned to one of three groups:

15 to the Focus Rule group, 15 to the Non-informative Rule group, and 15.to the

Control group. As demonstrated in this slide, children in all groups solved

Slide .7

two baseline problems'without instruction.' Following the baseline problems,

children in the. two rule groups received a demonstration problem during which

the experimenter modeled a soluti)an,While describing how he could use the

appropriate rule by studying dots on the remaining patterns. On the next

'problem, children-in ;the two rnle conditions received corrective feedback in

which the experimenter.coriected any

Children in the Control group solved

instruction or corrective feedback.

Pattern. -Matching problems under

,deviations from the appropriate rule.
r

two additional prob:em instead of receiving

Children in all groups then solved two tore

, -

conditions similar to baseline. Following- .

theqe two prOblems,.children in all groups were given two 31pckl. and two Pic-,

tures problkms. In both cases, after familiarizing chilii-ret-t:ith the task, the

experimen er said: "Try to do it j t like you dia in the last game."

atency is an attifact,Of rule tmeas we have then the'resats

Sit
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should turn out as depicted in this slide. First, though all groups should

perform in similar and inefficient fashion during baseline, both rule groups

should exhibit significant increases in performance efficiency following train-

4
ing. These increases should hold for both the. Pattern Matching and Blocks

tasks. Second, dime we are predicting that latency follows rUli use, the

latency of both the, Focus Rule and Noninformative Rule groups should increase.

By contrast, both performance efficiency an latency for the Control group

should remain loir throughout. Second, since the Focus Rule is more difficult

than the Noninformative Rule, and.regnires more thorough examination of the
,

remaining pftterns before each move, children in the FocuS Rule group should:

use longer latencies than children in the NoninfOrmative Rule group. Third,

T the basis of, pilot work, we had reason to believe that children would not

' generalize their rule use to the Pictures task; indeed, this is precisely-the

reason we selected .the task. If latency does follow strategy use, and if

children in the rule groups do not use their rule on the Pictures task,. out .

third prediction Vas at latencies for the three groups would once again be

similar.-
II

Tile results are s rized in this figure. Note first in the lower panel

--

Slide 8

that performance_of all group was similar during baseline, Following instruc-

tion, hbwever, the two groups receiving rule training improved their performance

significantly, and then maintained their gains pn the Blocks generalization

.

. task. Thus, the manipulation of teaching rules'of differing complexity was ..

*, --I
1

,4:.
4. I - h.

successful. Now examine the latencY data in the upper kanel. First, note that
'

when performing randomlSt during baseline, all groups used short and nearly ident-

A 13
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ical latencies. However, while concentrating on the stimulus.array in order

to employitheir rule, the two rule groups significantly increased their laten-

cies, but the Control group, still performing randomly, continued to respond

quickly. Second, note the much longer latencies during the'test phase on

Pattern Matching and the generalization phaie on'EloCks by_ Focus Rule, as

'compared with Noninformative Rule, children. Third, notice that when cold-0

fronted with the second generalizationtask, performance in the two rule groups

1:
declined and was not significantly different'than the'.Control group. One might

1
speculatp that the reasons for this decline on the .Pictures .task were the

. /

greater number of stimuli and the lack of an obvious physical way to group-
1

the items. In any case, when performance declined; so did latency.

The results of'this experiment, then, confirms our primary prediction that

'latency is a function of strategy. It now remains to link'this conclusion with
-

the MIT literature by demonstrating that it will accdunt for changes in problem-

solving perforMance by impulsive and reflective children. Specifically, we want

now to ireiict that reflective children performing without a rule will exhibit

latencies similar to.those of impulsive 'children performing without a rule,

and that impulsive children taught a rule will perform better and with longer

latencies than either impulsive children taught o-Use longer latencies or

reflective children perforMing without a rule.

t) Thus, we deSigned4an experiment that included three groups of impulsive

children, and one group of reflective children.'_ Each of the four groups had

nine,43-year-old children. Of th impuIsivegroups, one'was taught the-Poems

. - i , ._ .
.

.

Rule discussed previously, and one was forced to delay 10 seconds before each

.. '..,
.. .

response on two Pattern Matching problems. The experimentertpld childtad-in
.Pattern

.the Delay Training group that they would be able to solve these problems better
--I.

4
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if they went slowly and thought carefully. to help them go slowly, we-were
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),
going to time them before each re9ponse. They could opeh a shutter when the

experimenter said, time wes up. If they wanted more time, they could take it,
,,.

but they could not open afthutter until the experimenter said it was-okay.

The procedures were similar to those of the previous, experiment. 'Tilts,

_

children in

task. Then

all 4 groups solved two baseline problems with the Pattern Hatching

children in the S'traiegy Trainihg and Delay Training groups solved

two problems under trothing conditions while children in the, two Control groups

solved two more problems under baseline Conditions. Following training,'

children in each gro4p SolVed two more Pattern Hatching problems. Finally,
, . .

the two generalization pidblems with the Blocks, task and'the two generalization
.

problems-with the Pictures task were administered.

If our conclusions from the previous experiment were correct, then the

following results could be predicted. First, children in all groups shoUld
_

perform randOMIy and with short latencies during the baseline Problems. Notice

that we predict no 1.atendy differences between reflectives and impulsives when

Children are performing randomly,. Second, following training, the two Control
4

groups and the Delayed Training group should perform randomly and with short

latencies. Thus, children hd were forced.to use long latencies on the-training

, .

problem should return tb their use of short latencie6 since their training did
. .

r
=

.

not give them,a rule that would improve performance and therebg increase latency.

By contras t, impuleives.trained to use a Focus_rai should continue their ef-
7 ,

ficient performance and their longer latencies on both the Pattern Hatching

and Blocks tasks. Third, since we knbw from the previousexperiment that rule

use dies not generalize to the Pictlires task, all groups, including the Strategy.

=-iv
Training, should again-perform-randomly-and with short latencies on the - .

4061. t
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The results, as shown in this slide, again Confirmitach ofour predictions.
I. 1 ,i., .. .. ,-
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f -
First,'all children, including refiectives, performed. at rando

. .

and consequently hard- nearly identical and short latencies. S

uring baseline

sives

who were trained to use long- latencies on the two;training,pro .4 ely
*.c.:,,ii,

. q i

elreturned tetshort latencies when the enforced delay condition: as, r ixO. t!

who
\'-i.

contrast, impulsive children o learned the Fo.clis Rule u4ed very lat

,- ...
,

, .
- :4-- /

_--,..

t....4:tlif Op

ties, despite the'fact that the training involved not the slight oent
. - ..

involved
, 4..

of taking more time= or proceeding cautiously ote alko that impulsive chil
...
-. .

using a rule performed better's:ad-with much longer latk
,

ies than refleCti:ves
,

,

.
. ,..,

,perforping Without a'rule. Third, impulsive

41.th long latencies'on the Pattern Matching
. rt. A,

short latencies' on the Pictures taWto

a

1

N

14ren who performed well,aild

Blocks task-, once again used

did not generalize tligsr vile.

.4.4 4.1t:
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/
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Taken together, these studies proVide experimental evidence that tempo of
A ,

. .

Children performing randomly used short latencies; children perfdrming in

t .
.

.

compliance with
-

a rule used long latencies. When they returned-to
Li

random f
a,

performance, thelr latencies again declined. :Thum, the manipulation of strategy

use changed, bath the quality of performance and the tempo of resfanding. Fur-
.

ther, the final experiment demonstrated that impulsives taught a rule adopted

much longer latencies than reflectivesperforthing withouts rule. Moreover,

while impulsives using a rule improved,their performance and increased their

..latencies, impulsives taught to use longer tencies did not perform more_

efficiently and returned to use of short latencies as soon as permitted to do.

SO.

When the results of these siUdies are set beside the results; just reported

by. Mainney, it seems apparent that impulsive children perform more poorly than

reflectives primarily because they use developmenvally less competent strategies

on the type of tasks employed in these experiments.' The real issue, then, fa

the method of solving the problem, and not the tempo of responding. It is folly

to eipect that slowing down impulsives will improve their performance on these

or
.

school-related tasks., Thus our view is that subsequent studies of problem

solving should focus on the differences in problem - solving strategies between

reflectives and impulsives and not en their speed of responding.

I

t
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Slides 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are pictures of task materials and have not

a

been drafted in -a form suitable for, reprinting However, we wouldbehappy to
1

send details of any of these tasks :,to interested-investigators.*-,

t
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